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Kansas, Old Abandoned House

Answer

House, weathered, bashed in grays, spiders,
homespun surrounding yellows and pinks
on a Kansas prairie appears lonely tonight.
The human theater, lives once lived here
inside are gone now,
buried in the back, dark trail
behind that old outhouse.
Old wood chipper in the shed, rustic, worn, no gas, no thunder, no sound.
Remember the old coal bin, now open to the wind,
but no one left to shovel the coal.
Pumpkin patches, corn mazes, hayrides all gone.
Deserted ghostly children still swing abandoned in the prairie wind.
All unheated rooms no longer have children
to fret about, cheerleaders have long gone,
the banal house chills once again, it is winter,
three lone skinny crows perched out of sight
on barren branched trees silhouetted in early morning
hints of pink, those blues, wait with hunger strikes as winter
snow starts to settle in against moonlight skies.
Kansas becomes a quiet place when those first snows fall.
There is the dancing of the crows—
that lonely wind, that creaking of the doors, no oil in the joints.

Can we break this into something
Where people can stare
Where people can pretend to
care
The answer is there
All the while
The fake plant dances
And what does
That show you
When the food is gone
Even though you are
Puking in the void
Soft sounds God speaks
Just kill yourself today
What else do you
Need to know
—Grant Armstrong

—Michael Lee Johnson
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A Perfect Hour…or Two
Summer’s fadin’
Eagles flyin’
Hummers feedin’
Musings
Morning doves coo on this cool desert morn.
I sit with Mom in the shade out front
waiting for my bro to pick us up for church
in his new green Nissan Prius.
I look at my wise mama, ninety-two years old;
her parchment skin framed by silver wavy hair.
She’s all dressed up in pink and cream,
her face serene as she surveys the neighborhood.
We hear the neighbor’s garage door go up.
That’s Gail going to meet her son. Her husband
died from a blood clot, you know.
She nods in the direction of the condo across the street.
Did you know Irma sleeps in her chair at night?
She says it’s too much trouble to get up and go to bed.
I hope I never get to that point.

Leaves droppin’
Skies cloudin’
Fall’s comin’
No talkin’, thinkin’
recallin’,workin’
plannin’, dreamin’
emailin’, stressin’
drummin’, learnin’
readin’ or writin'
Just watchin’
an listenin’
an sittin’
Doin’ nothin’
—Janice Strootman

Her nose twitches and she blinks a couple of times.
The minister who lives over there is a nice fellow.
His wife has health problems.
I never see one without the other.
There used to be a bird’s nest in that orange tree
right here. I haven’t seen any birds lately though.
Palm fronds waltz across the sky-blue dance floor.
It’s peaceful sitting here with Mama.
Thanks for all you’ve done for me over the years, I say.
I appreciate it.
She studies me with her penetrating blue eyes.
I know you do, she says.
I sit and gaze at her profile,
enjoy the moment,
the quiet, unhurried moment
and wonder what has been left unsaid.
—Janice Strootman
WINK: Writers IN the Know / Are YOU in it?

Fortune.
we drove east then
until the sun
flipped our shadows
around us
like a tarot reader
turning up
one last unlucky
card.
—D.S. Maolalai
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Roll on

In Search of a Poem

Roll on, dark blue sea
Dash along surfaces of the deep
Browse upon verges of pasture

I will search for a poem—
a poem amidst the layers of night
that twist and turn with such grace
it buckles the belt of Orion
and sits on the fragile shoulders
of a shooting star, striking up a conversation
with the wishes that it brings
from the earth below

From the quiet intensity of the inaugural harp
to the energetic finale of the horn
Dancers take hands, go round twice,
then back again
Now turn, now repeat, arms and all,
leading forward, then leading back

I will search for a poem—
a poem that scrunches and squirms
and becomes as small as it can, to fit
in the wet, shadowy imprints of the kisses
that the wind plants upon the blades of grass
the dew

Roll on until loud voices go soft,
until silence descends
on the organ grinder, the street preacher,
the medicine man
Roll on as the mouth is pursed,
the tongue is shown
and one or both lips are drawn over the teeth
Roll, as another noun phrase is born from a noun
and leaves re-arrange themselves on plant stems
based on this equation or that equation
despite vague movements to the contrary
Continue to roll on though a man falls
into a cranny and finds there’s nothing he can do
to help himself
Roll, as eyes descend from the hills,
poverty waltzes through the door
and night longs to call it a night
Roll while there’s still time
for new ideas, new identities,
new hope

I will search for a poem—
a poem amidst blistered afternoon skies
upon which clouds, the confluence
of a million scents that emerge
from a myriad lunches cooking together
from the core of chattering kitchens
I will search for a poem—
a poem that bruises the sky just like
a rainbow after the rain
and when I say that a rainbow is
a bruise upon the sky, a colorful façade
of a scab that conceals something way deeper
than what it seems
you tell me that a bruise
has many, many colors
—Impish Praniti

Before the moon is too tired to roll any farther
and decides it’s time to turn into a turtle
once more forevermore
—Paul Brucker
(for Jennie Jones)
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Smoke

The Comedian

A love story

The laundromat,
if I had a place I wanted to go to
this would be the place.
I only say this because it
is where I am for the next hour and
a half and it is a way
in which I humor myself.
Where else can one enjoy
other people’s comments as
they stand around the table folding clothes?
“Look at the holes in his underwear,”
or “Look at that ugly shirt, I wouldn’t
go to my funeral in that shirt.”
It takes a very creative person
to come up with great remarks
week after week.
I’m not number one yet,
but I’m trying.

She was
Of all things
Quick
She would waver and
Slip from focus
Object and spectator
Blurred speed concealing
Reason diminishing
Line and distance
Close at once
Then receding into
Relief
In her domicile
Another cigarette
To distract I am not
A distraction

—Duane Anderson

Distraction
Can be
Captured
By tar smoke and even
Breath
I loom into the consciousness
neither flat nor
Quick I am not
Afraid of smoke

ZIP 16
Ada unclutters table
wedlock roses nip ringlets

—Rick Christiansen
dotted swiss crimped
olivesheen mules ticktack
meticulous yardstick
foundation's huffish
Denizen
Rather than deny
Citizenship, choose to help
With full fellowship
—Alex Andy Phuong
WINK: Writers IN the Know / Are YOU in it?

lumbar-ease chair twirls
moxie jolts the room
alcove obscures work
—Christopher Barnes
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Waving Goodbye
Connie Anderson
How quickly I became a senior—not in high
school or college—but in life. I’m happy being a
senior because the next step comes too soon.
My best friend and I are meeting at the
Letter Café, our favorite place ever since we
both attended college here. I remember sitting
there writing my parents while sipping a cup of
coffee—coffee only, with no this or that added.
Over the many years, sometimes I’d bring
Mom’s letters to read and re-read. She did a
great job of keeping me up-to-date on their life
on the farm. The day I drove away to move to
the big city, I can still see them both standing by
the house, wiping tears and waving. The scene
was repeated the day I got married, and we left
on our honeymoon. My dad said, “Neal, take
care of my girl!”
I also wrote hundreds of letters to my
boyfriend (the man I mentioned earlier whom I
married) who was overseas in the military. I
knew I was his connection to back home, so I
always tried to make my letters interesting.
Finally, he came home and we married 50 years
ago. Sadly, I had to say goodbye to him a few
years ago as his health failed. The last time I left

—Sarah Routman
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his hospital room, he weakly waved goodbye.
At the Letter Café my friend and I talked, told
stories and jokes, and visited with those around us.
Mostly we made each other laugh. We waved as
we walked to our cars and drove home, saying
goodbye until next week.
What is it about laughter that makes you feel
like you could float home—your feet no longer
mired in the thick goo of loneliness and sadness?
Back at my condo for “seniors,” I saw my nextdoor neighbor woman all alone in the lobby.
Usually she and Bob are walking arm in arm. I
always thought that was so cute; today I wondered
if maybe they were simply holding each other up.
Mary Lou rushed up to me saying, “I can’t find
my key. I need to get home because we’re having a
big party. Can you help me?” That was more words
than she had said to me in the four years we were
neighbors.
We headed to her apartment down the hall and
I knocked. No answer. I tried the doorknob and it
opened to us seeing her husband taking a nap. No
party planning was in sight. “Mary Lou, you’re
home safe now,” I said.
She looked at me like she’s seen a ghost, or at
least a stranger. Then she said, “Well, I hope YOU
can do something about all those weird people
wandering the hall. They don’t live here, and I
don’t want them here.”
The next week she found me again in the hall on
another floor. She called me Jane, but I answered
anyway. “What are we going to do about all these
stray cats in the hall. I don’t like cats, do you?”
Of course, I saw no cats but played along. “Mary
Lou, they’ll all go back home when they are
hungry. Maybe their owners don’t know their cats
are out roaming the halls.” She seemed satisfied as
I took her back to their apartment. Bob was
relieved to see her because he’d been frantically
searching all over for her.
My first-floor apartment looked out at the
entrance. A week later I saw Bob sitting alone in his
car. That was strange as he and Mary Lou went
everywhere together. She soon appeared, walking
arm in arm with her two daughters. I knocked on
the window and shouted, “Hi!” I waved like a kid,
and she joyfully waved back.
Art, humor, poetry, and the pleasures of a writer ’s life 
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Mary Lou was smiling with such happiness, like
she was going to a party—but she wasn’t. Her
family was moving her to a facility for memory loss.
Later I saw Bob return alone…and I waved to him.
His wife had lost her memory, and he had lost his
precious wife who he now held only in his memory.
We wave goodbye all throughout life, first to our
children when they leave the nest; then again when
they marry. As the years flow by, spouses get sick
and leave us after either a short or a long
goodbye—but they leave. Then aches and pains
take over our health, so we wave goodbye to our
favorite activities. The last to go is often the clarity
of our mind.
It’s amazing how each of us fills in the blanks of
our life—and at the end we face mostly blanks, as
our memory of 80-some years has been replaced
with confusion and the loss of our stories—and we
won’t know our loved ones, or even ourself.
Wave to people now…don’t wait until it’s too
late.

—Sarah Routman

Disappearing Act
Easy Streetcar Nights
I dream of Twinks
and springtime nights
on the St. Charles car.
Tulips sign in river mist
near bubbled trackside tar.
(I kiss her then and then again.
We clatter on
to the bend at Carrollton.)

Alchemist of many talents, without fail she vanishes
giddy as in the prime of those youngest days
when she danced upon the heart of a father.
It had been another encounter of delight upon the meadow
dusk her accomplice gently carried her away into her night
cocooned within a fiery glow her safety is ensured.
A deep void attempts to collapse onto the throbbing pain
the stranger stands in the distance waving a soft adieu
as the abyss comes to view again, as once on the last parting.

Moss-draped oaks and
soft levee breeze.

Darkness spreads its sorrowful gaze on the upcoming hours
unconscious in slumber hoping for a dreamy encounter
he pries the aching bones from the luxuriant glen.

Equinox.
It’s all right
Big Easy streetcar nights.

A last glance behind, and the moment rejoins eternity
on the harmonious canvas of a universe to the size of her soul
stars smile enlightening planets with the warmth of her life.

—TD Conner

—Fabrice Poussin
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Spring
By Gloria VanDemmeltraadt
Spring—glorious, beautiful, warm, garden
demanding, dirty fingernails, spring! I love it all …
well, most of it, anyway. I have a small flower
garden built around a young maple tree in my
front yard. I say small, but it seems to grow every
year and yet always stays the same size. Could it
be my aging body and its increased limitations is
beginning to lag behind hoped-for results?
While preparing the ground for new plants
and potential growth of old ones, I turned over a
heavy birdbath. In the fall I had turned it upsidedown to keep it from breaking over the winter.
To my amazement, the birdbath had been home
to a myriad of tiny creatures getting ready and
performing their own spring duties. Working
furiously in the dark were ants, beetles of several
kinds, worms, and more. With my abrupt
destruction of their darkened world when
righting the ring of cement, dozens if not
hundreds of miniscule animals scattered with
frightened abandon.
Some dug into the softened ground to hide
from the light, as I watched. Some ran or jumped
or soared away with the annihilation of their
world. I fell back on my heels and observed the
devastation.
The ants were the first to recover. It didn’t
take long for them to form back into orderly lines
to carry teeny bits of last year’s leftover treats
off to their underground nest not far away. They
marched in step with each other in their own
assigned job.
“What are they thinking?” my curious mind
wondered. “Is there a supervisor or leader who
tells each one what to do?”
The worms disappeared right away, zooming
deep into the softened earth and away from
monster—me. The beetles flapped their little
wings and buzzed around for a time, looking
scared. Before long, they, too, went back to their
jobs of scratching and smelling each little dead
leaf, piece of grass, or seed that had hidden
under the safety of the cement cavity through
the winter.
8

I sat so still while watching that a couple of
red-breasted robins came by in search of a slowto-recover worm, and they hopped around me
in hopeful anticipation.
Finally, I came to the conclusion there’s a job
for all of us in our worlds, whether we’re big,
small, or in-between, whether we walk, hop, fly,
or crawl, we do what we need to do.
As for me, I went in the house for a cookie.

Minnesota Daughter
Minnesota native, daughter of dance
We are captive in your perilous turns
your spectacle of vanities
sweeping winter upon winter
To catch our eye
To eclipse our adventures
You heap snow upon our hearts

We hold our breath,
to see our daughter at her zenith
Familiar drifts, crest at our windows
pirouette on our doorsteps
With the silken swirl of your maiden gown,
your circular spin of white-on-white
To compel the shelter-less pedestrian
with deep trudging steps
and quickened pulse of survival
the pale, half-moon slump of car,
abandoned in fragile rays of northern light
You hold our gaze,
as we watch you dance,
patient visionaries of small miracles,
of robin's song on budding bow
We fall asleep dreaming of the hidden Lady Slipper,
and listen to your castanets of falling snow
dancing into darkness
—Mary K Crawford
Art, humor, poetry, and the pleasures of a writer ’s life 
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Self Portrait

Published in over 30 countries, Sanjeev Sethi, a
regular contributor to WINK, is a poet of supreme talent. He has a command of the English
language few native-born Americans can boast.
When he turns that skill into poetics, there are
few who can match his use of layered meaning,
and metaphor. As an example, his latest book,
BLEB, published by Hybriddreich, Scotland,
https://hybriddreich.co.uk/bleb-sanjeev-sethi-wee
-book/, opens with the following poem:

I cannot peel away; I am glued to this canvas—
framed cotton sporting his face, a cage
hooked to his bedroom wall.
He brushes past me without consideration
and I loathe him the way I hate the dustshawl he lets drape across my face.
At first consciousness felt pleasant. His paintcooled brush dabbed each sense to life.
A stroke of beige
and I smelled earthen ocher;
A dot of blue and I looked
up his brush.
As the pink slash of my mouth huffed in mediums
I listened to his brushwork complete me.
I was as pliable as flesh
before I hardened on his wall-after all, he painted me crippled
only to flaunt the limbs he left out.
I needn't move about his study or hall.
Once, I used to envy him
pimping the means to strut beyond this frame.
Now when his aged face studies mine
the way an old man searches for himself in his son
I realize that I am the luck-filled one.
He may brandish life and he may roam free,
but he coated me with his immortality.
—Shawn Nacona Stroud

Medic
As casual as strolling on a graveled pathway
in a close-by parkland, words cycle towards
me on my inner track where ideas lap dance
with a tumescent dash. The first draft is born.
This baby needs a battery of nurses and
other paraphernalia. I’m the doc on duty.
Summon the accoucheur for stillborns.

—Shawn Nacona Stroud

—Sanjeev Sethi
WINK: Writers IN the Know / Are YOU in it?
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A Walk From the Mountain Top
By Helen Lapakko
He walks toward me, his thick, dark hair in long
braids, his sun-darkened skin, straight nose,
and brown eyes looking into me, like he knows
every inch of my body and soul, reading the
tiniest cells in my being. He is wearing a
medallion of gold hanging from a red ribbon
around his neck. The fur of his beautiful buffalo
robe is thick with more white than tan
coloring. As he walks toward me he reaches
out his right hand. At first, I think he is going to
take my hand and lead me somewhere but
instead he opens his palm, chanting quietly to
himself. He wants me to take what is in his
hand. I reach for it, and curl it into my right
hand, holding it tightly. He continues to chant,
his eyes looking beyond me to other worlds.
Then he turns and walks back up the
mountain.
I turn and make my way back down the
steep path I have been climbing up for the last
hour. Visions start to form in my head. I hear
the nervous voice of a police officer holding a
gun in his shaking hand, yelling at a black man
who is sitting in his car, a gun resting on his
thigh. Suddenly I hear gunshots echoing
through the mountain range. I keep walking
down the path seeing green trees standing tall,
large rocks big and flat, tall and round, rocks so
big I feel like an ant making my way down the
mountainous path. Another scene forms in my
head.
A girl picking up her boyfriend at the
university are pulled over because she is a
white girl and her boyfriend is black. The police
tell her that her car has just been recognized as
possibly being involved in an armed robbery. I
hears sirens bouncing off the stones and rocks,
as I continues on down the mountain.
The path is getting steeper and I have to
slow way down, and make sure each step is
secure. I hear the voice of a policeman
lecturing his fellow officers about what to look
for when they are out there policing the
10
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streets. Look for anything out of the ordinary, a
black man in a rich white neighborhood, can
cause suspicion. A car being driven too slowly
down the block, the car windows being rolled
down, an object is pointing out the window. A
man is running with a purse. Somebody trips and
staggers on the way to his car, which is parked in
a parking lot of a bar. Someone is wearing a
backpack on a crowded sidewalk of a parade or
marathon event. Suspicions keep us safe, help us
stay on alert, but fear can protect us or it can
cause panic, and with our heart racing, if we
have a gun in our hand, can cause catastrophic
events.
The police are afraid of what might happen at
every traffic stop, or domestic violence call. A
person of color is afraid of the police because of
what might happen at a traffic stop or domestic
violence call. They fear each other and they are
both carrying guns?
I hear a loud gun shot, the sound rings
everywhere around me.
I see a gun being raised, a finger on the
trigger. I watch a spherical, metal, object slowly
make its way through space, where it reaches its
target, and enters the body, blood spurts out,
while the metal orb tears away at inner organs
and life drains out of a once-vibrant, living being.
I become aware of the object in my hand that
was given to me. I can feel the hard metal
digging into the palm of my hand. I slowly open
up my fingers, noticing an indented ridge on
each one where the metal had dug in. Lying on
my palm is a peace symbol. There is an
inscription around the outside circle, an old
Indian proverb that says “To give dignity to a
man is above all things”
As I approach the bottom of the path I sit
down on a rock. I look up at the height of the
mountain, still hearing the gunshot ringing in my
ears. I look inside and ask myself what is
happening in our world that is bringing us so far
into our fear that we no longer value and give
dignity to all people we meet. I wonder what a
world would be like without guns.
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Snowtime (A Play)

Differences

(for John Lennon)

the hand recovers,
falling to the table,
breaking the divide
where letters and words
had risen
within their space,
while searching
for a meaning
of the spoken
and unspoken
message

(Today is snow day
Puffing all around
Tentacled white blisters
Piling on the ground)
"Snow!" shouts Carbunkle (happy, sad aglee!) (He
rhymes consistently.)
"Snow I love, it's beautiful.
What I hate is cold.
But where would all the snow go
If He did away with cold?"
Pandy says "don't worry, danger of that is small."
(Smart he is, even though nowhere tall!)
"Snuff is pretty and nice and white is my best, over
all and everything, favorite color. But I can't say as Cold
is any friend of mine."
(Knock, knock comes knock upon the door. Everyone stays
riveted, bolted to the floor.)
"It's 'I'," says He, and it is.
(And in He swings through the door.)
"I oversaw what of you were speaking of. And it's
time I jumped in." (And it was.)
"Remember goodys come all the time with baddies,
though not true often t'other way 'round." (Not t'often!)
And then He left.
(Heavry yone stood there besmirched and silent (not
speaking). (Evyone was dumbtaken!)
Then Pandy, spokes up:
"Tho the moral is simple
Is it right for us to ponder?
For if we dare do that
Off a cliff we may woander."
(All stand ‘round behumbled and numbles.)
—Joseph Nagarya

attempting to
reduce rivers
to streams,
balancing the
differences,
with a deep
Breath
—Dr. Roger Singer

On Writing My Memoir
I wrote a memoir last year.
Didn’t plan to do that,
but there it was one day.
Once the words
began to form,
pushing and shoving
each other to get to
the front of the pen,
I touched the tip
to paper and let them go
without censorship.
They rushed out,
excited to be loose, and
took their places in line.
—Nadia Giordana
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I Traveled This Far Because I Love You
By Zach Murphy
“The Antarctic cold definitely feels a lot different
from the cold in Idaho,” Adam said.
“Sure does,” Rodger said as he flicked the
mini-icicles off of his thick mustache. “Once we
cross this next glacier wall, we’ll have reached
the edge of the earth.”
Adam and Rodger trudged on with their
overstuffed backpacks through the wintry
terrain, looking like a pair of snails with shells
full of climbing equipment and survival supplies.
“I really think we should turn around,” Adam
said.
“But we’re almost there,” Rodger said.
Rodger pulled out his map. A harsh gust of
wind swept it off into the snowy distance.
“See!” Adam said. “Even the wind is telling us
to go back!”
Rodger checked his compass. The red needle
was frozen stiff, as if it had given up on doing its
one and only job. Rodger tapped the glass face
of the compass, but the needle wouldn’t budge.
“It’s so cold that the compass broke,” Adam
said. “If that isn’t a sign, I don’t know what is.”
“It’s not broken,” Rodger said. “It’s just
confused.”
Adam sighed and rolled his eyes. “How much
further do we have to go?”
Rodger pointed ahead with the focus of an
Olympic athlete. “If we keep moving, we should
get to the glacier wall within an hour,” he said.
Adam came to a halt and forcefully planted
his boots into the snow. “I have something to
tell you.”
“What?” Rodger asked as he hiked on.
“I don’t really think the earth is flat,” Adam
answered.
Rodger choked on his own snot from laughing
so hard. “You’re kidding,” he said.
“Rodger!” Adam said. “It just doesn’t make
sense!”
Rodger stopped. “Wait, you’re being
serious?”
“Yes!” Adam answered.
12

“Did you not watch the YouTube documentary
I sent you?” Rodger asked.
“No one ever actually watches videos that
people send them,” Adam said. “Especially when
they’re two-hours-long.”
“Then why did you decide to come?” Rodger
asked.
Adam took a deep breath. “I thought it would
be a good bonding experience.”
Rodger squints. “A bonding experience?”
“I just feel like we’ve been drifting apart from
each other the past few years,” Adam said. “Like,
there’s this fracture growing between us.”
Rodger took a seat in the snow. “I’ve always
wanted to accomplish amazing something before
I turn thirty,” he said. “You know, to prove that
there’s something special about me.”
“Please don’t go all Marlon Brando in On the
Waterfront on me,” Adam said.
“It’s true,” Rodger said. “I feel like my life has
been disappointment after disappointment.”
“You’ve been my best and only friend for
almost my whole life,” Adam said. “That’s a pretty
awesome accomplishment.”
Rodger entered a deep stare. “I’d shed a tear
right now but it might freeze.”
Adam smiled. “Let’s go,” he said as he held his
hand out to Rodger. “Let’s get to that glacier
wall.”
Rodger grabbed Adam’s hand and popped up
from the ground. “To the glacier wall!”
Adam dusted the snow off of his coat. “After
that, I’m not going any further.”
“There is no farther,” Rodger answered.
Adam took another deep breath as they
traveled on.
***
After scaling the glacier wall, Rodger and Adam
pulled themselves to the top of the summit and
gazed ahead. The sun’s faded rays shone a gentle
glisten across miles and miles of frozen tundra.
Rodger dropped to his knees. “It’s not the edge
of the earth,” he said.
“But it sure is a beautiful view,” Adam said as
he placed his hand on Rodger’s shoulder.
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County Road Y
By Paul Smith
I was looking for a road I saw once—a road with a
line of telephone poles alongside it. Tall poles
with lots of wires. And beside that were railroad
tracks. It was curious to think of where they
might disappear to. I tried squinting but gave up.
They went somewhere.
That’s where I found you, out on this County
Road. We talked about where we were going and
found out we had a lot in common. You were an
only child. So was I. You had strict but loving
parents. Me, too. You were pretty smart but
hated school. I hated school. I hated authority.
There were lots of things I didn’t like. We were
very much the same, so much so that we got
along really well.
But then, one day, we found ourselves on that
same road. You looked at where it went,
disappearing into the horizon, questioning what
“disappearing” really meant. So I squinted again.
The road did not really disappear. It got absorbed
into the distance. It merged into the distant
trees, more gray than green, evaporated in the
heat that rose from the asphalt, dissolved into
the line of telephone poles that got smaller and
smaller.
That’s where you were headed. We didn’t say
much. But now I know where that County Road
goes. It follows you around the block till you find
someone as lost as you are. Then you spin a yarn
about how you are searching for something you
lost. That line will persuade about ninety-nine
percent of the populace to believe you are an
idealistic dreamer like they are. Once your tactics
get you what you want, your interloper friend
will realize she must again follow her heart down
that County Road and say good-bye. It will be
good for both of you.

—Ann Aubitz
Trail Magic
It's settled into winter now
the masks keep the face warm
and keep the germs out
Vaccine is on the way
but is relief on the way
a hope
like water coming up on the desert
trail magic
someone left behind
when you’ve gotten
oh so lost
and can’t find your way
suddenly it makes sense
AH HA
trail magic
come back to
get back on
there's a vaccine coming
it may take a while
will there be enough
there's certainly going to be a push
my mom said
“They waited outside the factory
and watched them go”
only a couple hours from here
and I thought
Yeah, it feels pretty historic
I'd want to watch it, too
—Randi Whipple
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The Rejection
By Niles Reddick
The rejections did not come on the
stereotypical Monday but rolled in like a
tsunami on Tuesday without any alert and
made me feel slammed and tossed about in the
water like a compact car caught up in the
powerful wave. I thought I had grown immune
to rejections over the years and had trained
myself not to let them get to me, but when I
had a record eleven in one day, I realized that I
hadn’t grown immune to them and wanted to
lash out whether at the lazy someone in the
office who didn’t pull his weight but sat on it in
a cozy chair, a random car flashing the left
blinker when there was nowhere to turn on the
commute home, or at my neighbor’s yapping
dog who has yapped at me every afternoon for
the past eight years—but I did not lash out.
I worked my rationalizations like someone
on an assembly line, putting together a Legolike product: “You know they all get published
eventually”, “You know you write well or you
wouldn’t have been nominated by editors for
three Pushcarts or had been a finalist in that
London contest”, and “Remember, you did land
in one of the top magazines in the United
States that’s considered a career changer even
though your career didn’t change since people
don’t read a lot unless the writing is about
someone already famous and who doesn’t
need the money to put his son through a public
university, make house payments, and pay off
his own student loans.”
After my wave of rationalizations, I plopped
in the recliner and watched reruns of All in the
Family, Sanford and Son, and Everybody Loves
Raymond, but I was too upset to laugh at
Archie and Edith, Fred and Aunt Esther, or
Frank and Marie, though I imagined Marie
would be an excellent editor given her critical
nature. I reread the note from the editor of The
Lynbrook Literary Review who wrote, “We
appreciate the opportunity to read your work.
Although we do not have a place for your
submission please know that we appreciate the
14

hard work you put into it.”
First, I admitted to myself the note was nice
enough, but that wasn’t the point. I had received
hundreds, maybe thousands, of rejections, some
of which were even nicer and personal. No, the
point here wasn’t even that the rejection was
missing a comma after the introductory material.
What got my goat, as my departed English teacher
grandmother would have said, likely while reading
from a classic propped on her breasts, was that I
didn’t have a story being considered by them.
I had made errors before. I sent a simultaneous
submission to a journal and it was accepted
elsewhere. I sent a kind note to the editor who
blasted me for withdrawing and asked that I not
submit again. Also, I couldn’t withdraw a story
from one literary magazine because I honestly
couldn’t read my own handwriting since I
recorded everything by hand and refused to learn
Excel to track submissions. I also hated to admit
that I was not the best reader of guidelines and
sent a story to a journal who gives preference to
submissions from lesbians, trans, or BIPOCs. I’d
received a kind note back from the editor asking if
I would mind sharing how my WASP point of view
might fit.
When I searched my deleted files with
Lynbrook’s email address, I found the submission
from ten months ago, followed by my
withdrawing one of the submissions within a
month and the second within two months. Both
submissions had been accepted elsewhere, and
Lynbrook finally sent me an email rejection after I
had specifically withdrawn both stories. I’d had
enough. Lynbrook wasn’t The New Yorker, for
goodness sakes, and even they give you a ninetyday window. I thought about posting their insanity
on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or LinkedIn, but I
had heard from other writers I might get black
balled, that they’d heard it happened to others
who were honest and voiced concerns freely and
openly. I thought about what I did with repeated
phone calls on my land line from spammers trying
to extend my car warranty on my ten-year-old
vehicle I’ve almost completely rebuilt, but the air
horn won’t work with The Lynbrook Literary
Review because they don’t show a telephone
number on their Weebly website.
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The next morning, I decided to do nothing. I
didn’t respond to the rejection (I wondered
how many months it would take them to read a
response, and by then, I might have landed the
same story they rejected in a big one and
received another Pushcart nomination). I
decided to scribble “I withdrew these stories
before they rejected them” on the printed
rejection and file it. I mused my kids wouldn’t
read it either once I was gone, and they were
left to recycle the contents of my filing cabinet,
close my email account, and donate my
belongings to Goodwill.

Homeless
Sheltering against freezing cold
Huddled under cardboard in shop doorway
Teeth chattering, praying for coming dawn.
Penniless and homeless, hungry and thirsty
Wondering when he will eat again,
Hear kind words, be given money for food.
Left home when life became too much
With pressures he could not overcome
Now pride prevents returning home.
Rain falls and midnight hour chimes
And thinking of friends and family
He weeps for those he left behind.
—Colin Ian Jeffery

Photo: “Tornado in the Distance” by Barbara La Valleur
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Bodega Birds
By Thomas Piekarski
That Hitchcock would settle upon Bodega Bay
to film his infamous horror movie The Birds
has been bemusing over the decades. It’s so far
north of Hollywood, remote and inconvenient to
reach. The coast road to here windy and
treacherous with 1500-foot drops straight down
to the ocean. From inland one must navigate full
thirty miles through Sonoma, past Luther
Burbank’s Gardens in Sepastopol, and then tackle
coastal mountains. How Hitchcock found this little
bay is a mystery.
His film The Birds a classic in the horror genre,
along with Psycho still among our best.
It begins in San Francisco, Union Square, when
a lady enters a bird shop, but not before glancing
high up to notice above the statue of a woman
holding laurel wreath and trident, a large swarm
of birds fly. She pays this scant attention, but we
viewers may surmise it’s some clue, a bad omen.
She meets a man at the bird shop and pursues
him to Bodega Bay, in a romantic quest. They
connect, but then suddenly a gull swoops down,
takes a bite from her scalp. Thus begins a terrible
odyssey, birds collecting in various locations
around the otherwise peaceful seaside hamlet.
Panic grips the population as sparrows, gulls,
crows and others, quite vicious, congregate by the
hundreds and then attack people with vengeance,
cause severe pain and even deaths.
Standing along the bay front among quaint
shops you wouldn’t think there was an ocean just
beyond. The bay more like a lake, its sole point of
entry a gap at the narrow aperture. Hills form a
natural boundary that hold salt water in, ideal for
harboring a good many boats. Hitchcock knew this
setting fit his objectives just right. But it presented
a challenge because there was no town where he
needed a town.
Only a master could produce a movie as
Hitchcock did at Bodega Bay. He superimposed
various frames filmed elsewhere over those shot
here. In the scene where children rush from a
schoolhouse and down the road toward the bay,
ripped by hordes of ravenous birds, they pass
through a town laid out on a grid that existed only
16

on a set, nothing whatever to do with this location.
By overlaying separate footage taken at different
sites, Hitchcock taunts reality, this method used
throughout. In some scenes it develops into a noir
effect, in others a bit crude by today’s standards.
Any resident could point out various discrepancies,
but I don’t mind them.

From Cloud 9 Publishing:
find it on Amazon for
Christmas.
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Listening To Dave Matthews Band Under Quarantine
( another apology )

In Reply to Your Email

Even as the piano refrain slowly dies, you twirl around
Making your sundress into a heavenly flag, you are luminous
In the summer night, incandescent in the summer night
Like Circe dancing on the beach, neither goddess, nor mortal
Your body, not old enough yet to tell stories, I

The mummy came to me
wrapped in ancient bandages.
Take your hand, as only a poet takes a moment, and
As he tottered through the door,
Relish you; you are alive, awakened in your dreams
scarab beetles flaked from him
Even as you shapeshift, from muse, to flower, to joy
like dandruff.
Beauty is always present within you, everlasting wonder
He stretched his arms out forward
Only love gives you light, it gives you life
both to help with balance
Unnatural, it seems your magic is, the devilish violin
and to prepare his hands for strangulation.
Reveals you as a siren, under your dress, paradise begins
In 2000 BC, he'd been sworn guardian
to princess Neffechadnessar
—Erren Kelly
who, according to paintings
discovered in her recently unearthed tomb,
bore a striking resemblance to my fiancé, Gwen.
With his fingers inches from my neck,
I grabbed my sword and beheaded him.
Wildly disoriented, he stumbled from the house
and onto the road where he was flattened
by a speeding truck.
Other than that, my mother's doing as well as expected.
And my dad's complaining about his gout as always.
My sister Rose is about to become a mummy for the second time
No, not that kind of mummy.
And little brother Eddie is down in the cellar
playing excavator.
KirkHousePublishers.com
Gwen and I are getting married in the fall.
Of course, you'll be invited to the wedding.
But would you be insulted if I ask you not to bring Ahmed.
He keeps giving Gwen such funny looks.
Speaking of that swarthy boyfriend of yours,
we're considering a honeymoon in Cairo.
You don't think that would be rubbing
the Egyptian's noses in it do you?
Oh, by the way.
did I ever tell you that the guy next door
is trying to create a living creature
from the body parts of corpses?
I offered him the mummy's head
but he said he'd rather something more recent.
https://www.kirkhousepublishers.com/product—John Grey
WINK: Writers IN the Know / Are YOU in it?
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Magic Christmas Wishes
By Christine St Germain
On December 4, 2020, Chris took an envelope and
put a Santa Claus stamp on it. She added a return
address label a local charity sent her years ago in
a fundraising campaign. From the cupboard she
took an old sugar canister and slipped the
envelope out of it. She drew out three crisp $100
bills and four $50 bills. She placed the cash in the
envelope, wrote her sister’s name on it and
before she sealed it, she added a one-page letter.
Connie picked up the mail from the small-town
post office. While she walked the four cold city
blocks home in her thin cloth coat, she opened
the bills, tossed some advertisements, and read
the Christmas cards. When it came to Chris’s
letter, Connie’s eyes grew wide. She read the
letter. She looked at the money. Then she read it
again. She hurried home.
It was an old house. The heating worked, but
the chimney and the windows leaked cold air into
the living room and dining room. The electrical
was sixty years old. The kitchen hadn’t been
updated since the 1970’s. Other family members
had pooled their money to have the roof replaced
a decade ago, and the brick facie upgraded. A
charity had contributed some landscaping and
painting to the outside a few years ago when it
desperately needed it.
Mary, their 90-year old mother, sat on an old
steel chair in the dining room, next to the built-in
mirrored sideboard once adorned by glass cabinet
door facing, and crystal sconces. The original
crystal chandelier overhead had been crushed in
domestic violence incidents over the years and
replaced by an off-white glass light fixture from
Menards. The matching china cabinet underwent
a similar fate. Mary used that room now for
writing poetry, editing her adult children’s
manuscripts and beading rosaries for South
America.
Connie left the letter next to her computer on
an old desk in the living room and started to type.
The letter read:
“Here is $500. But I want you to pretend it is
$5 million. Now that you have unlimited wealth,
send me a return letter telling me what you will
spend it on before next Christmas to have
18

everything you want in life. Imagine what you
would give away to make room for your new
things. Feel the feelings of being happier and
healthier than you’ve ever been. Look up the
doctors, lawyers, accountants and investment
advisors you would choose. What would you create
for yourself and for others? I’m told it’s the hardest
work in the world, keeping two realities in your
mind at one time. But the rewards can be worth it.
Now, I want you to send me back a letter. Tell me
what next Christmas will look like when your wishes
have come true. Love, Chris.”
Connie thought long and hard about what she
loved about each member of her family. She typed
eagerly, and edited sparingly. She looked out at the
stars at night before she went to bed, dreaming of
the future. Finally, she printed the letter and
slipped a small pink piece of paper into the
envelope before she sent it.
***
The next Christmas, Covid was over and there
was a huge family gathering just like in the old days
with everyone’s favorites—a huge roast turkey,
sausage and wild rice dressing, mountains of
mashed potatoes, hot buttered corn on the cob,
salad, cranberries and home-baked apple, peach
and blueberry pies. A roomful of presents waited
patiently under the Christmas tree.
As the family guests started to arrive, it seemed
everyone was finally going to make it that year. The
siblings each had breathtaking news for the year.
Connie’s big sister, Carol had marketed her book “3
Ciphers” into a bestseller. Big brother Steve had
retired from his company to pursue managing his
burgeoning personal investments and his two
talented middle school children. Cindy’s cancer was
in remission. Greg found a kidney from a private
living donor. Vince had established his own venture
capital company and spawned a deluge of new
scientific breakthroughs with relatively small
investments that had advanced the energy industry
and made him a billionaire.
Connie just beamed with every report of a great
new success.
“What did you do this year?” they all asked.
There was a pause. “A lot of studying, and
thinking, and using my imagination,” she said.
Connie showed the letter she had received from
Chris. The siblings passed it around amongst them.
Chris had not arrived.
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“What did you answer?” they all asked.
marveling at the coincidences of their good luck.
“That every one of you would have their greatest
wish come true by this Christmas.” Connie said. Out
of her jacket pocket she slipped an old piece of
paper—a copy of her return letter to Chris. “I listed
what I thought you would most want, and imagined
it coming true for you. This or something better.
That’s what I would say.”
Brother Greg put a hand on Connie’s shoulder.
“Thanks, sis.” He said.
“Yeah. You did me a solid.” Cindy gave her a hug.
Sister Colleen kissed her on the cheek. “You are
a treasure.” She said.
“Money and good ideas just kept coming out of
nowhere,” Brother Vince shrugged.
“I barely had to work for clients, they just
showed up.” Brother John laughed.
Brother George added. “I just got a call from the
CEO of the company. Didn’t even know him
personally. My dream job just fell in my lap.”
“The promotion just came out of nowhere. They
weren’t even hiring because of Covid,” Added Sister
Cherie.
“What did you buy yourself with your $5
million?” Mary asked.
“Well, I really wanted a new coat…” Connie
began.
A loud knock on the front door took the family’s
attention. Chris burst in shaking off the snow,
recently arrived from Minnesota sporting a fulllength sable fur coat and bags of gifts. She looked
around.
“You got my letter?” Connie said, grinning.
“I sure did. New coat, you said, right?” She took
the coat off and handed it to Connie. Connie’s
mouth dropped.
“Even got your name sewn into the lining on the
inside.” Connie put the coat on. Chris pulled open
the left side. Connie’s name was embroidered in
flashy blue thread. “See? Blue really makes it pop.”
“I don’t know if I can wear this…” Connie giggled
nervously.
“And I got the lottery tickets. Used my
visualization. One a week for 52 weeks. All the
same numbers—your birthdates and mine. And I
hit the $500 million PowerBall last week. Just like
we imagined. We use the intention to grow to
share. When you have two or more gathered
together in faith, that’s where the power is. Now
WINK: Writers IN the Know / Are YOU in it?

we can fix this place up.”
Chris looked at her watch. “But the best
present is yet to come,” she said. Suddenly there
was a knock on the door. Connie rubbed her
hands in delight and went to answer it.
“I hope I’m still welcome here.” Came a soft,
familiar voice.
“Of course, you are! Go on in!” said a kind,
male voice no one recognized.
Sister Celeste who had been missing for over
20 years, took a few tentative steps inside,
followed by a sweet-faced, well-groomed man in
a fine camel hair coat. “See? They’ve been waiting
for you a long time!”
Her cheeks were pink from the cold, her long
beautiful hair gone gray. “Something just urged
me it was time to come home.” She said. “Then I
met this handsome guy and we got married and
now here we are.” She held up her left hand to
reveal a beautiful diamond ring.
“Actually, I’m her editor. My publishing
company is doing her life story for Lifetime TV. Hi,
I’m George Frank Grayson.” He shook hands with
everyone.
“I missed you so much!” Chris hugged Celeste.
Every sibling in turn gave her a gentle hug or kiss,
marveling at the magical recovery of their long,
lost sister.
“A George F. Hmm We’ve got an A, B, C, D, and
Earnest …that’s me…now we’ve got a George F.
The coincidences just get curiouser and
curiouser,” brother George whispered.
A happier healthier family sat down together to
the Christmas feast that year, while Connie and
Chris explained how the power of love is stronger
when two or more fearless believers pray every
day for their dreams to come true for the greatest
good for all. The number of believers that would
go home from that magical Christmas feast would
be greater than the number of believers originally
gathered together.
Mary played Christmas carols on the grand
piano, just like in the old days, and the seventeen
siblings and one new spouse sang together. But
Christmas had changed forever, now that the
family knew how to bring Christmas wishes to life.
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Written and illustrated by Leanne M. Benson
Find this book on Amazon
A few hours before it had crashed into the side
of the mountain, the Stardust airplane sat at the
Buenos Aires International Airport. While
passengers and flight crew boarded and baggage
was secured, last-minute arrangements were
being made to transport a large Asiatic lion to
the Santiago Zoo.
The new Buenos Aires zookeeper stood on the
airport ramp arguing with the ground crew,
“You’ve got to get this lion onboard that plane.
He can’t sit here until the next airplane is
scheduled with nothing to eat. And the zoo in
Santiago, Chile, is expecting him today.”
“But Señor, this lion may put the plane over its
weight limit.”
The new zookeeper pulled out a roll of bills
and shoved it into the luggage handler’s pocket.
Submitting to the bribe, the handler reluctantly
rolled the lion’s crate into the aircraft and shut
the hatch. The ground crew waved the airplane
onto the runway, positioning it for takeoff,
heading westbound for the Santiago Airport in
Chile. However, this large zoo animal would not
make it to that destination, nor would the other
nine souls onboard the Stardust, perhaps
because of weight issues, but we will never
know.
As Isabel approached the now-broken aircraft,
an awful feeling came over her. This huge metal
aircraft lay as though it were a paper airplane
crumpled and tossed to the ground. The snow
was quickly covering the torn and jagged edges.
The white blanket concealed more and more of
the plane until it began to disappear right before
Isabel’s eyes. Most of the cockpit and fuselage
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were driven into the icy mountain.
Isabel shook her head in disbelief. Beside one
of the aircraft wings lay an enormous male lion,
the only survivor of this terrible crash. The beast’s
piercing eyes stared back at Isabel.
She felt scared stiff as she focused on the lion’s
powerful claws and saber-like teeth. She searched
her brain for knowledge about lions, reflecting on
a sketchy old memory of the only lion she had
ever seen before. As she thought about the
differences, her body began to tremble
uncontrollably. This lion was so close he could
smell her fear, he was not behind an iron fence,
and she wasn’t in the comfort of her parents’
care. Nothing could stop him from attacking her,
and she could think of nothing that would save
her. Rattled and shaken to her core, her vision
narrowed until everything between her and the
wild-looking beast went black.
She stood examining the lion’s expression.
After several moments of staring, the lion set his
head down on a pillow of snow and gently looked
up at Isabel. Keeping her distance, she examined a
gash on his front paw.
She began talking to her deceased mother to
ask for guidance. Her mother’s reply was, “You
can either try to outrun him or you can show him
compassion, help him, and maybe he will show
the same in return.” Slowly and cautiously, Isabel
walked up to the lion.
Holding out her water canteen and opening it
slowly, she poured a small amount into her hand.
The wounded lion sniffed the young girl’s hand,
and then began to lap up the water until it was
gone. Scrounging through her sack, Isabel found a
handkerchief. She wrapped it around the lion’s
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wounded paw. Her
frozen fingertips
made it difficult to
tie a square knot in
the ends of the
makeshift bandage.
Darkness crept
toward them with a
message of danger.
Isabel thought, “I
have to get home.
But I can’t leave this
lion on the mountain
to freeze.” Again she
reached into her
pack. She grabbed
another
handkerchief
protecting two pieces of bread, sandwiching last
night’s dinner leftovers. She offered the lion a tiny
taste of the sandwich…
…Tearing off one small piece of sandwich at a
time, Isabel managed to coax the lion to follow her.
Swift winds blew the innocent-looking flakes into
ominous drifts. As the two plodded through the
snow less than a hundred paces from the crash, the
ground began to shake. The earth was sliding out
from beneath their feet!
The confused cat froze in his tracks for a few
seconds before being urged to keep up with his
rescuer. As Isabel struggled and clawed her way
through the deep snowdrift, the avalanche came
within inches of them. An enormous wall of ice and
snow buried the plane wreck!

The Stardust airplane crash really happened. Many
years later, parts of the wreckage were uncovered
from the glacial ice on the Tupungato Mountains.
Unfortunately, it was never really understood what
had caused the crash that killed everyone on board.
One confusing piece of evidence remains—the last
final transmission from the pilot of the Stardust to
Santiago Airport. The air traffic control tower
reported receiving the Morse code ‘STENDEC’
twice, only minutes before the flight’s time of
arrival, or prior to the crash. No one has ever come
up with a good explanation for the code. Can you?

As Sacred Becomes the Past
As sacred becomes the past,
The old times laugh youth away.
The words, the music thrilled us
With elated visions of life, and
We remember her lonely seduction
At the high school dance:
‘In love like this,
Crazy but it’s true—
I only want to be in love with you…’
—Nolo Segundo
Within This Child’s Mind
I found a place of peace and serenity
A safe place to play within me
Awaiting me was a swing and playground
With white pebbles of sand upon the ground,
Taking off my shoes I toss them in the wind.
Digging my feet deep into the white warm sand again
Feeling its warmth now upon my bare toes
And the hot orange sun beating down on my nose
I found laughter while swinging I had lost and forgotten;
Forgetting about my life and time that had been so rotten
Through the endless ages of time and growing old
Once again I face that child within smiling and bold.
My lost laughter and childhood dreams were safe there
That was on my lips so vivid just yesteryear
And the sounds of giggles that never did stop
While running and racing the winds until you drop.
I found I knew what air’s fresh breath feels like
When its warmth hits you in your face in broad daylight.
And the excitement again of winning a new race!
Destinations that always start over when saving grace!
Protecting again that child, my friend
Looking back through a looking glass now and then
I see her laughter and dreams and childhood schemes.
While making her come alive once again in my dreams
Within This Child’s Mind!
—Eva Marie Cagley
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Meet My Family
By Paul Beckman
Come. My family will be very happy to see you.
They think that I’ve been alone too long. They’re
old fashioned and think unmarried is the same
as being alone. Alone? Ha! That’s a rich one.
What do they know? No. I wasn’t bragging. I
didn’t mean it that way. Why should I brag?
Believe me—my single days were nothing to
brag about.
I can hear them now. “Good riddance to the
other one. If you must know, we really never
cared for her.”
You’re different. Yes, completely. I’ve told
you before. You’re nothing alike. No. I don’t
think they will compare . . . well, you’re right,
some comparisons are inevitable, but they will
be in your favor. Watch. They are going to love
you. What’s not to love? Three years. We were
together for three years. That’s all. She was
always . . . well, she was a neat, clean freak—
always polishing, picking up, and washing dishes
wherever we went. No. No. I don’t mean for a
second that you’re not neat. She was phobic,
yeah; phobic and you are normal. It’s totally
different—they are going to take to you. My
aunts and uncles are getting on in years so if
they call you by my first wife’s name think
nothing of it. Walk out? Don’t be silly. After all,
she was in the family for over twenty years.
The last one? No. I don’t want to . . . Her name’s
not important. Size six, if you must know. But
get this; she wore a size nine shoe. Can you
believe? . . Oh . . . really . . . well, uh, you’re
taller, much taller. They always said she was too
thin. You. You they’re going to love. I can hear
my aunts now. “Finally he brings a woman with
some meat on her bones.” No, no, no, no, no.
It’s not like that at all. I don’t think that you’re
an ounce overweight. You are sooo perfect, it’s
incredible. I’m the luckiest man in the world.
They’ll think so too. They said that she was
anemic and talked about her eating like a bird. It
was always one thing after another. No. Don’t
say that. You they’re going to love. Her—they
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hated her nails. They had to be perfect and she
was always doing something to them. Perfect
nails. Eye liner too. Same thing. You’re different.
They’re going to love you. Why? I don’t know.
Maybe because you’re not a threat.
Kidding. I’m only kidding. What? No. No. You
wear just the right amount of make-up. You
don’t understand—I like your looks. I love your
looks. They are going to love your looks. It was
the last one whose looks they didn’t like. It was
her looks. Stop, already. This isn’t an audition—
it’s a family picnic.
Why are you tying that scarf around your
neck? Your neck is not fat and wrinkled. Put the
scarf back around your waist. You are a woman,
meeting other women who are twenty and
thirty years your senior. Relax. My uncles?
What about my uncles? They won’t say a word.
Because it’s not their style. Okay. They will
nudge me and wink. They’re old guys but they
are still guys. They’ll think you are hot stuff. No.
Not because of the size of your ass. Because you
are hot stuff, and men in my family know hot
stuff when they see hot stuff. That’s why.
It’s too late. No. I will not turn around. Your
legs look great in shorts. Them? They think
cellulite is a diet drink. Please, act your age. I
didn’t mean anything. I was just saying. Of
course I like your age. It’s my age I’m not too
crazy about. Yes. I’m getting out of the car
because we’ve been sitting in my aunt’s
driveway for five minutes. Yes. They have been
watching us the whole time. C’mon. You’re
already composed; sit here any longer and you’ll
decompose. What? All of sudden I’m no longer
amusing? Okay, I’ll tell you what. If you get out
of the car right now, you can wear the scarf
around your neck.
Editor’s note: The stories on these two pages are a
lesser-known technique called “blackout.” More
frequently done to produce poetry from a written
piece, this author chose to turn a flash fiction story
into micro-fiction. This is a fun exercise: write your
story, then black out as much as you can and still
keep the story going. Don’t take yourself too
seriously and see where it takes you. I encourage you
to try it for yourself. It’s not as easy as it looks.
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flash collection Kiss Kiss
(Truth Serum Press), was a
finalist for the 2019 Short
Story Indie Book Awards.
His stories have appeared in
the following publications as
well as many others: Spelk,
Necessary Fiction, Litro,
Pank, Playboy, Thrice
Fiction, and The Lost
Balloon. Paul curates the
FBomb NY flash fiction
reading series monthly at
KGB’s Red Room in New
York’s lower east side.
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I Took the Plant Out for a Walk
By Mehreen Ahmed
At midnight, someone was knocking on my window pane. It was a sinewy twig, wavering in the
blustery winds. Knocks persisted. The window had fogged up from the recent cold waves. I walked up
and stood before it. A coal-spattered night, there was the twig rubbing itself on the fog. This reminded
me of Grandma’s fantasy metamorphosis of the moon shadow; that it was a woman, sitting and
spinning for a thousand years.
Spirits breathed through leaves. Grandma had often said before she passed away, now buried in a
graveyard downstairs. What was it, the twig? It nodded and said something to me. The fog on the
window cleared up, to be re-fogged. I kept looking at it until the twig left a sign on the fog, as though it
breathed onto the windowpane. It stirred, I walked to it and wrote the letter G on the breathing. The
twig stopped stirring. That was the sign; the window pane was all fogged up, but not from the cold
wave. The twig took roots where her body had been laid once. This conduit, red with blood housed
new veins. Photosynthesis and metamorphosis had shaped her into new life.
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At Liberty to Loaf

Autumn's Abundance

Nestled in a king-size bed,
I banish the brashness of Saturday morning sunrays
with blackout curtains
and quench a parched mouth with
starfruit sparkling water—
an upgrade from the Lucky Charms-infused moo juice
of my youth,
neutralizing the gorgonzola and mushroom pie
acquired from that quirky pizzeria run by hipsters
and the sucrose-laden liquid thought to be coffee
quaffed during the frenzy of fringe freak shows
known as Friday night trash TV,
trailed by an extended dose of calming darkness
with pressures popped like a succession of
cracked knuckles and a heart rate relaxed by
a fresh paycheck in the belly of my bank account
and a satin-bound blanket that doubles as a hug
when you're single.

Inebriated by beauty
Of full autumn color galore
Harvest is done
Bounty is won

—Adrian Slonaker

The shorter day and longer night
Yield gratitude for firelight
We gather 'round the bonfire
Like moths, a timeless tradition
Flames flicker and dance, they spotlight
Animated storytellers
Who perform best by firelight
Warming hearts with tales old and new

As flames subside and embers glow
And humor turns to heartfelt truths
Quietude fills the cool night air
We cherish one another and one more s'more
—Teresa Riggs Foushee

—Nadia Giordana
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Why Try Haiku?
By Janis Butler Holm
You're a writer who would like to try poetry. A
friend of yours has suggested that you begin
with haiku, but you don't know much about this
genre. What makes it worth exploring?
One of the world's briefest poetic forms, haiku
(pronounced "hi coo") is native to Japan, where
it reached the peak of its development during
the seventeenth century. Originally the opening
verse of a longer poetic sequence, the haiku
became widely recognized as an independent
literary unit after the work of Matsuo Basho
(1644-1694), best known to Westerners as the
Shakespeare of haiku. Basho, from an old
samurai family, studied poetry as a youth; later
he established a literary school in Edo (now
Tokyo), became a devoted follower of Zen
Buddhism, and wrote poetry and prose in a
variety of forms. His disciples and subsequent
admirers continued the haiku tradition after his
death.
The traditional Japanese haiku is minimalist,
direct, and concrete. In plain but evocative
language, it focuses on the oneness of nature
and humankind, primarily through a tangible
natural image (or two) meant to convey a
moment of insight and clarity. That is, as in the
Zen moment of enlightenment, the nature of a
natural phenomenon is contemplated in its
fullness.

On a withered branch
a crow has settled—
autumn nightfall.
(Basho, translated by Harold G. Henderson)
The haiku does not announce an intended
meaning. It does not analyze or provide
commentary. Instead, it suggests by association,
inviting the reader to complete its meaning. (Is
autumn nightfall like a crow? Are we, like the
crow, small against the night? Do "withered,"
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"crow," "autumn," and "nightfall" characterize
old age? Do not we, like nature, vary in our
seasons?) Haiku are usually composed without
metaphors or similes; relationships are drawn
instead by juxtaposition, by placing images next
to one another.
Typically, the haiku stanza averages 17 Japanese
phonetic characters, broken into a rhythm of 5, 7,
and 5, without rhymed endings. Because
Japanese phonetics and English phonetics are
significantly different (generally, Japanese is
spoken more quickly than is English), it is
sometimes difficult to capture the brevity and
sharpness of Japanese haiku in 17 English
syllables. Nonetheless, a number of poets,
whether translating or writing original poems,
aim for a 5-7-5 syllable structure.
A bitter morning:
sparrows sitting together
without any necks.
(James W. Hackett)
Others, pointing to variations from the 5-7-5
pattern within the Japanese haiku tradition, focus
on rendering images as succinctly as possible, as
in the translation of Basho above and in the
poem below.
walking the snow crust
not sinking
sinking
(Anita Virgil)
In each poem quoted here, the author has taken
care to include a seasonal reference, another
characteristic of traditional haiku. Seventeenthcentury poetry handbooks included lists of words
linked to specific seasons. "Cherry blossoms,"
"evening shower," "fallen leaves," "withering
wind," and similar words and phrases functioned
as a kind of poetic shorthand, a way of evoking a
cluster of seasonal associations in very little
space.
Composing haiku is a wise practice for both poets
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and prose writers, as the demands of its structure
force us to condense our language, sharpen our
images, and focus our sensory perception. And
the product of that work, the poem itself, has a
meditative value that is rare in Western writing.
It records and elicits a kind of contemplation that
is absent from most of our literary experience. In
effect, writers who try haiku may discover more
than the pleasures of a new artistic form. Some
discover nothing less than a new relation to the
surrounding world.
Further Reading:
The three poems quoted above appear,
respectively, in the following books, all of which
provide useful introductions to haiku: Harold G.
Henderson, AN INTRODUCTION TO HAIKU
(Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1958), p. 18; Joan
Giroux, THE HAIKU FORM (Rutland, VT: Tuttle,
1974), ISBN 0-8048-1110-5, p. 120; William J.
Higginson and Penny Harter, THE HAIKU
HANDBOOK (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1985), ISBN
0-07-028786-4, p. 170.

POEM IN RUSSIAN, THEN ENGLISH
Без лица, без имени, без прошлого, без
ничего.
Я не родился.
Снаружи город везде, необъятный.
А я живу в коробке, как насекомое.
Without a face, without a name, without a
past, without anything.
I was not born.
Outside the city is everywhere, immense.
And I live in a box like an insect.

The Get Together
By Prapti Gupta
“Mom are you ready?” I asked.
“Yes dear, let’s go” she replied.
Today Mom and I are excited. We are going to
meet with our father after a long time. It’s hard
to explain how really happy and excited I am.
After a lot of struggle and patience, we have a
meeting with him. The sad part is, the meeting
time is very short, just 10 minutes.
On our way I was thinking what questions I
will be asking him. There are so many but I can’t
ask all of them. We reached the place after some
time. Mr. Morgan was waiting for us. He was the
medium through which we are going to talk with
him.
He was seeing us in a very strange manner as
if he hasn’t seen people like us before. Yes, I
admit we are different because we are new to
this place but yet we look like human beings.
“Good morning Mrs. Evans, I was just waiting
for you and your son.” he said to us.
“Is everything ready? We can’t wait to meet
him; hope you can understand” my mom said to
him.
“Yes. The whole process is to be of 20 minutes
and you can talk to him for about 10 minutes,
not more than that otherwise it can be risky for
me,” he said.
Though we were disappointed upon hearing
the time limit but still we nodded.
Then he took us inside a room. It was a dark
room, in fact very dark.
Okay, let me clear the fact. We are going to
have a planchette (séance). This is the only
method and medium of our contact with him.
My mom and I haven’t talked with him since
the day we two died in a road accident a year
ago but my father survived!
It’s really a special day for both of us.

—Ivan De Monbrison
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Back and Forth
I'm 29, the plane just landed in Denver.
Don't know a soul. I sure hope I find my
future husband in Colorado. God knows
I dated every last eligible guy in NYC.
Not one was marriage material. There were
babies, bullies, marrieds, and heartbreakers.
Of course those were the ones I wanted—
The ones who broke my heart.
Joe and I have made it to 48 years of marriage.
The kids are gone, we're retired, and we're tired.
Even Bella the dog is over the hill at almost 14.
Yet it is a blessing to be married, to have Joe as
my best friend, and to have extended family.

Fire

I'm 31 now, pregnant with twins. I think I've made a
terrible mistake. Joe's boring. He has no emotional
range. Everything is about responsibilities and
planning for two children at once. It's never about us.
I want to go back to New York and be single again.

It is black inside
or almost.

I'm 78 years old. The word "old" is
Just fine with me. I'm a senior, and I don't care much.

Mostly deep orange
with some blue.

My identical twin sons, Jonathan and David,
are seven years old. "Double trouble," as they say.
It's true and more. Not a day goes by
Without screaming and tears. When, oh
when, will it end?

Then, a big bang
a water droplet.
Deep in the wood
but still wet.
Some memory of a life
Imbued with wind and rain.
Then quiet
save for crakles.
Like a conversation
Muted, yet emotional.
The heat is secondary
to the light.
—Morgan Bazilion
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My sons are 46 now, I wish they'd call more.
I long to be a more active part of their lives.
I know they're busy, but I miss them and I
Need them to keep in touch. Time is passing.
I'm 69 years old, and my first grandchild is
Here. Lincoln Ryan was born on June 26, and
Weighs 6 ½ pounds. I'm ecstatic. I'm in love!
Joe's put up with my mood swings, my temper,
my controlling personality. He used to just
ignore me and walk away. Now, he yells back.
He's come a long way. And so have I. Now,
we rage at each other over some dumb thing,
Continued next page
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Hireath

get over it, and just keep right on going.
Forty-eight years of marriage does that.
So glad I hung in there. It was worth it!
I'm 71, and Khloe is here, my first grand-daughter.
Oh, happy day! Finally, I got my girl!! I'm in love!
And three years later, Taliah joins the family, and
Two years after that, Ava completes the circle.
Two sons, one grandson, three granddaughters.
My life has been blessed beyond measure!
I'm so lucky. I'm so happy. Glad I left New York!
—Gloria Fredkove

He was the shimmering
moon beam
that kissed so tender on
her face
on those frangible nights
since long ago
He was the desire
that lurked on
tender husks,
dewy in anticipation
on those heated nights
since long ago
He was the whisper
that resonated from
the deepest metaphors
of her heart
on those fierce nights
since long ago
He was the nostalgia
that screamed from
the innermost remnants of
her divine soul
on those solitary nights
since long ago
He was the merman
that waded
into her sensual
Mesopotamic dreams
on those seductive nights
since long ago
He was the centaur
with the golden mane
she mounted, in her fantasy fiction
He was her Hiraeth,
her devil and her angel
Since long long ago
—Aminath Neena

—Ann Aubitz
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Mary’s Christmas Miracle
By Avijit Roy
Mrs. Bole’s husband died when Mary was still a
baby. She struggled to cope with the circumstances
of loneliness and the challenge of bringing up her
daughter without any reliable income. She found a
job to provide for their needs, but then the tragedy
struck. Mary fell ill with a severe fever that affected
her sight—total blindness. Since then, they had
been trying to adjust to the changed situations.
In the summer when Mary was six, her mother said,
“I talked with the principal of King James School for
the Blind. He has agreed to accept your admission
there, starting in December. Isn't it great?”
Mary's face turns gloomy and asks, “Why school,
Mom? I am fine at home.”
“You have to learn how to find your own way. I
will not always be there to protect you.” Mrs. Boles
protests.
“Why, Mom? I will be lonely among them,” Mary
protests. Her mother is firm, and Mary has to
submit, but an invisible fear grasps her.
The next morning, Mrs. Boles says, “Please get
up. Today is your admission day, and we have to
report at nine.” Finally she readies herself.
King James School for the Blind is in a huge
Gothic-style building, and Mrs. Boles leads reluctant
Mary towards the door of the principal, W.H.
Wilson.
Mrs. Boles says, “They all are like you, Mary. You
are so special you will make many friends here.”
“That's why I am afraid, Mom. Like me, they all
need help. They can dash, bang, and fall against me.
I may have the same misfortune. I am not safe
among them, Mom, please, I fear this dark
environment.”
The principal calls them in, and Mary shrinks
behind her mother. “Mom, I don't want to be here.
I want to go back home.”
“Mary, be sensible. It's a school for…for someone
like you. It's a special school.”
“How can you be so hard-hearted, Mom?” Mary
is inconsolable.
Getting up to leave, Mrs. Boles holds Mary's
hand, giving her a sense of security. They come out
of the principal’s office; Mary hoping never to
return.
••••
A week later, Mary is admitted to the school
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where she’ll live in the residential building with the
other children. Her roommate is nine-year-old
Jennifer, who is partially blind. The girls share a room
with two beds. Mary has been sobbing throughout the
afternoon, challenged by all the unknowns.
Mrs. Lowe is the governess who takes care of the
students' food and home lessons. She has vigilantly
watched Mary, supplying her with motherly affections
because she knows that’s what she's missing most. She
knocks before entering. Both girls become alert,
especially Mary, who is alarmed with every single
sound. “Come along, it's dinner time.” Mary is hungry
so she follows Mrs. Lowe, who holds their hands.
Later when Jennifer is asleep, Mary enters the
washroom, and locks it from inside. She turns the tap
to full speed so the sound of running water vibrates in
her ears. She turns another knob, and freezing water
from the showerhead drenches her.
Jennifer wakes up to the sound of water flowing.
She searches for Mary. Finding her bed empty, she
senses something amiss, she dashes for the washroom
door. On finding the door bolted, she cries out, “Mary,
are you inside? Open the door.”
Mary can’t hear Jennifer's desperate calls. Charlotte,
the cleaning maid who was busy next door, hears
Jennifer’s screaming, “Save Mary!”
Charlotte calls in Mrs. Lowe who asks Charlotte to
go shut off the water supply.
“Mary, open the door now. Open it,” Mrs. Lowe
shouts.
Mary gradually tiptoes to the door, slowly unbolting
it. She is wet and her eyes have turned red; her teeth
are rattling. Mrs. Lowe tightly holds her hand when she
takes another step.
“Charlotte, get me a towel, quick.” Mrs. Lowe asks
Jennifer, “Do you know when and why Mary had
entered the bathroom?”
“I…I…don't know,” Jennifer mumbles, “I was asleep.
When I woke up to the sound of water, I couldn’t find
Mary.”
Mr. Wilson is informed of the situation. Mary sleeps
soundly until the afternoon when a high fever grips
her. Mr. Wilson is very worried, and calls the doctor
who suspects pneumonia. Along with medicine, the
doctor recommends they watch her carefully. Jennifer
is moved to a separate room, and Mrs. Lowe stays with
Mary around the clock.
•••
Her phone rings. “Is this Mrs. Boles? I am Wilson,
the principal of King James School.”
“Yes, Mr. Wilson. What's the matter? Is Mary
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alright?”
Mr. Wilson pauses to gather his thoughts so he
doesn't frighten her. “Nothing to worry about now. Your
daughter is ill with fever.”
“Fever?” Confused, Mrs. Boles utters the words.”
How did she get a fever? She’s only been there two
days.
“Actually, it happened when Mary locked herself in
the bathroom and had a long cold shower. We tried
valiantly to get her out, and because of that....”
Mr. Wilson is interrupted by Mrs. Boles' sobbing, “I am
coming right now.”
“Don't do that Mrs. Boles. Try to understand. It's the
initial struggle for her. She has to fight against the whole
world for her survival. If you come, she will insist you
take her out. In fifteen days, she will be home for
Christmas holidays.”
“But she will be cured soon if I am there!” Mrs. Boles
implores.
“Mrs. Lowe specifically cares for Mary. If needed, we
will ask you to come. Until then, please be calm.”
Mrs. Boles hangs up, and then breaks down sobbing,
feeling the agony of separation from her child—knowing
this was her idea.
That night, Mary gets a high fever, which greatly
concerns both Mrs. Lowe and Mr. Wilson—the
summoned doctor advises that this can take a fatal turn
if her mother is not there. Mr. Wilson has no other
choice but to inform Mary's mother.
Last night Mary slept soundly, which was a great
relief to Mrs. Lowe and made her hopeful about Mary's
recovery. Mary is physically weakened for she has not
eaten for two days. As soon as she wakes up and senses
Mrs. Lowe's presence, Mary asks, “When will I go
home?”
Smiling, Mrs. Lowe says, “Very soon, my dear. The
holidays are coming. Then your mother will come.”
Mr. Wilson and Mrs. Lowe move back a little for a
private chat. He says, “Yesterday evening I talked to her
mother. I didn't say anything of her renewed fever.”
Feeling tense, Mrs. Lowe remains silent and goes to
Mary. The cook’s helper enters the room with a tray,
containing soup and two pieces of bread. Mary is lying
facing the ceiling.
“Mary, raise you head, darling. Your breakfast has
been served,” Mrs. Lowe says as she helps Mary to raise
herself, leaning her head back on a pillow. “Open your
mouth, Mary, here comes your soup.”
Mary cries out in anger, “Bring my mother. You all are
liars. Mom, Mom. Bring my mom now!”

Dr. Grant holds Mary's hands, and her heart is beating
very weakly. She is unconscious and not responding. A
mild reflex, a pinch or a loud noise, whatever is applied
does not bring any change.
Dr. Grant shakes his head, saying, “I am afraid it's too
late, Mr. Wilson. Call in her mother, or....” Mr. Wilson
rushes to his office.
The phone rings in Mrs. Boles' residence, but no one
answers. Having been assured of Mary’s improving
health, Mrs. Boles has returned to her job.
In the evening when Mrs. Boles comes home, the
phone is ringing. She answers and Mr. Wilson says, “I
have been trying to reach you for hours.”
“What's wrong?”
“Mary...she is...very ill. Come right now. She has little
time left.”
“Are you joking? How can it be? She was....”
“Please hurry.”
An hour later, she reaches King James School’s
darkened compound. Her heart is pounding with the
thought of something ominous. She can sense sadness in
the air. Mrs. Lowe is waiting to usher her to Mary's
room.
Mary does not open her eyes and is lying like she's
dead, except her chest is mildly heaving up and down.
Traumatized, Mrs. Boles hardly recognizes her. Kissing
Mary's forehead, she realizes she is burning up with
fever.
Mrs. Boles gathers Mary up into her loving arms.
“Let's get ready, we will go back home. Do you know
what I have brought for you?” Mrs. Boles takes the red
socks out of her handbag and puts them in Mary's open
palms. “It's for your Christmas. Santa will come and put
your gift into it.”
Mary tries to lift her head as Mrs. Boles’ hands
support her. Feeling her mother's touch, Mary smiles
and whispers, “Mom, Dad came to me in a dream last
night and told me about his favorite memories from
when I was little. He also told me it was not yet my time
to join him in heaven.
Complete silence! Mary's head is on the warm pillow,
and an innocent smile lingers in her lips. She holds her
special gift of Christmas, the red socks. “Mom, Dad really
loved it when you knit him red socks for Christmas. He
told me to tell you how much he loves and misses you,
and he’s glad you are back to doing work that you like so
much. And, he also told me to stay in school so that
when I am older, I could help blind children…”
The doctor examines Mary, amazed at how she looks
and sounds. “Mary is a Christmas miracle.”

***
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We at WINK are grateful to the
“silent benefactors” who unselfishly donate
funds small and large, to help us thrive, because as most of you
already know, WINK is an “out-of-pocket” labor of time effort, and
most of all, LOVE, on the part of our volunteer staff and editors. We
are dedicated to the purpose of providing a platform for both
emerging and accomplished poets and writers from all walks. If you
are wondering how you can help, or donate via PayPal, there is a
convenient link on the front page of our website, http://
www.winkwriters.com (see image below) or you can inquire to our
executive editor, Nadia Giordana at iinadia@msn.com.
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Fenestram
By Richard Helmling
When I close my eyes, I see a
stretch of tightly spaced
homes huddled together on
both sides of a narrow, cobblestone street in some Italian
village.
I don’t mean I imagine it. I
don’t mean I remember it. I
see it. As clear as looking
through a window. Whenever
I close my eyes, there it is.
It started several years ago.
I never told anyone. Even during the panicked stages when I
was confused and bewildered
by it. Even that first night
when I could not sleep because I could still see the soft
orange glow of a few street-lamps and shapes moving in illuminated windows in some of the houses. For
some reason I kept this my secret all this time. I got used to it at night—sleeping pills helped—and learned
to treasure the view during the day whenever I would have time to simply close my eyes and peer into that
idyllic scene.
I don’t know where exactly this place is, but I know it’s real. I only know it’s Italian because of a few visible signs. It’s a bit like a TV with the volume down, so I don’t ever hear the people speak, but I see them—I
see them walk right down the alley, moving past my unchanging point of reference as though I was an invisible camera. I’ve come to recognize them all, the people that live on this street. I refrain from giving them
silly nicknames. This whole experience, I decided, doesn’t need labels. But I know them. Their smiles. Their
walks. The way they touch each other as they move about, as they greet one another. Sometimes there are
visitors: tourists or friends and family from out of town. I’ve noted at least two passings—older folks who,
one day, simply never appear again but whose family members show up in black not long after. And just last
week there was another baby being pushed down the bumpy road in a stroller. That makes five births since
I’ve been watching.
But today…
I can’t be completely sure, but for a while I’ve been of the opinion that the image is live, that what I’m
seeing is only a distortion through space, but not time. I’ve checked the time difference to Italy and the sunrises match up. I can tell I’m not looking into some earlier era because I do see the young people on their
smart phones and sometimes the rare auto traffic features newer European models. So I’m fairly certain
that what I’m seeing is what is actually happening right now on the other side of the world.
And that’s why today, I’m afraid to turn on the news or even go outside. Because when I close my eyes,
all I see is desolation. Everything burning…even the sky.
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